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                            Jan 29, 2024 - Feb 07, 2024

                            

                            This is not a report or an answer to some problem, it is just a THANk YOU to all you guys for the help you give to our fellow Ostomates. We have a great team here and I am so proud to not only be part of this group but for the friends I have met on here. We might not be Doctors but we know how shit works. Blessings and regards to all of you New & Old.  IGGIE
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                            New Ostomy Solution: TIES Implant - A Game Changer?

                            

                            

                            Jul 27, 2021 - Feb 26, 2024

                            

                            https://lescrohniques.wordpress.com/2019/07/03/ties-solution-la-revolution-de-la-stomie/

It's in French but Google can translate like I did below for you

Here's what they say about it:

The TIES solution allows the patient to live without the constant wearing of an ostomy bag.

It is a titanium implant with a cover, implanted in place of the conventional stoma. The cover has a trap door that all ...
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                            Feb 24, 2024 - Mar 10, 2024

                            

                            Hi am 75 and 3 months post ileostomy surgery.  I also have a mucus fistula. I was in hospital for 6 weeks prior to my op as was very ill having had a bowel perforation, and they wanted to build me up before the op. 




I am still so very tired. I am getting out a little, walking, driving a short distance having friends over for an afternoon and even been out for brunch with friends a few times  ...
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                            My wife’s not acting like herself-postop

                            

                            

                            Oct 27, 2023 - Jan 30, 2024

                            

                            Hello all. I would say that I am looking for advice here though I really am not. More reassurance I believe. My wife of 21 years has had an emergency ileostomy this week. This was combined with a full hysterectomy.  While this was unexpected I could never have been ready for what was next. The last few days she has been kissing me like we kissed 20 years ago. Started making sexual advances tow ...
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                            What is normal?

                            

                            

                            Jan 17, 2024 - Feb 19, 2024

                            

                            Hi! I’m new to this site and the ostemy world. My story is very different from any I’ve read. In March 2021, I gave birth to my kiddo. Thank god he is doing well. During my birth I almost died. I remember the doctor screaming at the nurses about needing more suture kits, passing out/loosing consciousness, and just having the most traumatic experience possible. I never felt the need to push ...
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                            Reversal

                            

                            

                            Dec 31, 2023 - Feb 08, 2024

                            

                            Just wanted to post I had my reversal 12/21. I’m home and recovering nicely. Had a few rough days with loose output every 15 mins but that seems to have abated! I had a “normal “ movement this morning - and slept through the night! 




I am feeling so blessed! happy new year! I’m looking to make 2024 s good one! 
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                            Weird but fun 😝

                            

                            

                            Jan 19, 2024 - Jan 21, 2024

                            

                            Weird but fun question …ready?…go!




Have you named your ostomy? 

I named mine Frankie :)
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                            Mind over matter

                            

                            

                            Feb 17, 2024 - Feb 20, 2024

                            

                            Regarding bag change after shower. Adrenaline rush is good. Just before end of your shower, think of something that really makes you angry. Hold on to that feeling for the duration of the bag replacement. You may have a much cleaner and easier replacement. 
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                            Ostomies in TV

                            

                            

                            Feb 29, 2024 - Mar 03, 2024

                            

                            Was wondering if anyone saw the episode of Chicago Med yesterday that had a storyline about a young boy with an ileostomy. This is so rare even in movies so I definitely took notice and they tried to take a good stab at it. For someone who knows very little about ostomies and surgical procedures, it was okay I guess. But medical storylines on these shows are always far from reality anyway. 
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                            Managing Ostomy Bag Odor in the U.K.

                            

                            

                            Apr 19, 2023 - Mar 01, 2024

                            

                            Hi everyone.

I live in the U.K. and I've had an ileostomy for a few months now. I've gradually come to terms with the whole experience and am finding the benefits of wearing an ostomy bag to be beneficial compared to the bad old days of chronic Crohn's disease.

My only problem is controlling the smell. Does anyone know of any effective products for sale in the U.K.? I have heard, through a fri ...
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                            How I made a template of my irregular stoma

                            

                            

                            Feb 21, 2024 - Feb 22, 2024

                            

                            I have a very irregular shaped ileostomy stoma plus developed a stomal fistula in a v shape on one side.  Cutting the opening on the wafer to fit was beyond frustrating and my skin was suffering greatly. So was my mental state.




I used the stomal measurement guide and chose a size slightly larger than the stoma.  I took a picture with my phone. I then enlarged it so the circles of the measuri ...
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                            I miss tucking in my shirt

                            

                            

                            Mar 09, 2024 - Mar 19, 2024

                            

                            Greetings Ostomates!




So… I’m new(ish) here, joined a while back but have never posted. Got my ileostomy May of last year after decades of Crohns & two bouts of colon cancer. Happy to report I’m doing well and still here! I think I’ve adjusted pretty well to the new routine, it took a few months of testing product to land on a good appliance that lasts a solid 7+ days before swapping  ...
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                            Seeking CBD Info for Ostomy Relief - Any Links or Experiences?

                            

                            

                            May 23, 2022 - Mar 09, 2024

                            

                            Hello everyone, I'm inquiring about THC/CBD intake while having an ostomy. I have had some bad days where I get very nauseous and in pain for some time, but the doctors do not know why. Because I'm a smoker, they automatically blame the weed smoking, but I believe it was because of other reasons. Is there any official site or information anyone has that I can show my grandmother about CBD not  ...
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                            Life After Surgery: Finding Love and Happiness at 81

                            

                            

                            Jul 10, 2023 - Mar 10, 2024

                            

                            So 13 years ago I had my bladder removed along with my prostate and 16 lymph nodes. A urostoma was installed. I was very lucky and for some reason I healed very quickly and was back to work in 3 weeks. Twice I had a nurse show me how to change my bag and I was discharged from the hospital in a week and never saw another nurse.

But I then noticed I never got an erection of any kind. As it turns ...
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                            Craziest thing you've had to do since having the bag

                            

                            

                            Mar 04, 2024 - Mar 11, 2024

                            

                            I'll go first. I was still not used to all this and I'd went to work without an extra barrier and bag. So of course I'm moving around at work and lucky for me I'm constantly checking to make sure the barrier is stuck to my skin and it wasn't. Instantly panic. I grab a roll of that thick clear packing tape. I taped the hell out of the barrier and even though I crinkled when I bent over it saved ...
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                            Convex versus flat wafers (and panic)

                            

                            

                            Feb 22, 2024 - Feb 23, 2024

                            

                            have a hernia next to and under my stoma that just developed in the past week. All I have had is flat Wafers and, even before the hernia, I had quite a bit of leakage because of all of the creases in my skin. So I had one sample of Hollister's high output convex bag, which I use Sunday. That lasted me through Wednesday with no leaks. I also used a barrier ring under it. 




However, when my sto ...
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                            Jan 27, 2024 - Feb 08, 2024

                            

                            Hello all, 




I have to say I am very glad to have this forum full of people who understand. I am struggling a bit at work knowing that no one really understands what I went through or am going through. Sometimes I feel so alone. 




8.5 weeks post surgery. I’ve been back to work for 2 weeks. I’m a high school choir teacher. It’s been a bit tough getting through the days, but each one is  ...
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                            Carry Post-it sticky notes with you

                            

                            

                            Mar 10, 2024 - Mar 17, 2024

                            

                            Carry post it sticky notes with you in case you have to use a public toilet that is automatic. That way you can cover the sensor up with the sticky note and the toilet isn’t flushing the whole time you are emptying your ostomy.
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                            Disability Tax Credit for Ostomates in Canada

                            

                            

                            Feb 29, 2024 - Mar 04, 2024

                            

                            Hi Guys,




  Just stumbled on to this one by accident, but figured I'd post in case any ostomates in Canada weren't aware of it.  Not sure when this was posted, so if it's out of date or things have changed don't shoot me.  Here you go!




https://cdn-links.lww.com/permalink/jwocn/a/jwocn_45_4_2018_07_11_hill_jwocn-d-18-00093_sdc1.pdf#:~:text=DisABiLiTY%20TAX%20CrEDiT%20AnD%20YOu,for%20the%20Di ...
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                            Shaving

                            

                            

                            Feb 21, 2024 - Feb 23, 2024

                            

                            Have to share this. The first bit of information I got from my Stoma nurse was use women's razors to shave around the stoma as women have a bigger verity of shaving shapes the blades are great they don't clog up as much as the blades are wider apart. And it is designed for areas shown in its title
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                            Mar 12, 2024 - Mar 15, 2024

                            

                            Hello  I'm  new.will make story short.have immune  disorder psoriasis, arthritis, collagous colitis. I'm 60 and move around  pretty  good but 15 years of the gut pain, accidents,and running  to the bathroom 12 times  a day .I made decision to have colon removed 5 months ago  in NY by surgeon  fenza remzi. All in all I would say life is better  now then it was.no more  gut cramps running  to ba ...
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                            Osto Roulette

                            

                            

                            Jan 01, 2024 - Feb 01, 2024

                            

                            For the first time yesterday I decided to play Osto Roulette and have a bagless shower. I used my lovely new shower gel that I got for Christmas, and had no output at all. Result! I then put on my new bag and slathered myself in my new body lotion, and put on my new lounge wear...I felt great!




Feeling very pleased with myself, I started to go about my day when I suddenly felt something wet d ...
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                            Totally blind ostomate.

                            

                            

                            Mar 02, 2024 - Mar 14, 2024

                            

                            Hi there guys i read bills post about working blind. Well i am a totally blind lady with a stoma. I want people to know that you can be 100 percent independent with the stoma. I want to support people who have sight issues or anyone who wants to know more about this. I have got some unique ways of managing my stoma so if anyone wants to know more please message me thanks.
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                            ENTREPRENEURIAL ASSignment - maybe

                            

                            

                            Feb 10, 2024 - Feb 19, 2024

                            

                            Although I am happy with my current “apparatus “ I tend to be curious about other appliances…mostly outspouts.  Occasionally I will request product samples from various companies. 




Seems to me these suppliers or someone with nursing degree skills who sports a stoma and has entrepreneurial tendencies could start a new successful business.  Develop a company for training folks to become  ...
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                            Feb 20, 2024 - Feb 26, 2024

                            

                            Just wondering what people's thoughts are with stripping off in front of others with their stoma. Do you hide it away or wear it with pride and has it stopped anyone doing anything for the fear of others seeing it. 

although I'm very aware of mine however I  have never thought twice about getting changed or being naked in front of someone else because it's something I cannot hide and has helpe ...
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                            Feb 08, 2024 - Feb 12, 2024

                            

                            This is a great site, and I really have had some great positive feedback.  However, living with a colostomy is very different than living with a urostomy.  I myself have a urostomy due to bladder cancer and I find most of the discussions on here are geared more towards colostomy...and that's fine. I just think that it would be more user friendly if the site could maybe separate the two issues  ...
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                            Feb 22, 2024 - Mar 12, 2024

                            

                            I've storage is always been a big issue in the beginning I found always had a big mess piled up on the bathroom sink was running back and forth to the closet where I had the supplies stored and trying to put on a new new outfit I found an ideal way to deal with this. In most of our bathrooms we have a small drawer that opens up right beside the toilet me personally I sit on the toilet to chang ...
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                            Seeking Japanese ostomy sink in the U.S. - Any advice?

                            

                            

                            Aug 09, 2022 - Feb 29, 2024

                            

                            I really want a Japanese ostomy sink/toilet!

How does someone in the U.S. get one of those? I tried Googling it a thousand ways but no joy.

Daggone it, I want one of those sinks. Do any of y'all have one? Or advice on how to get one?
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                            Feb 23, 2024 - Feb 26, 2024

                            

                            I made it to the hospital this morning. I had done my best to prep my mind and body for the surgery. After speaking with the surgeon, the anaesthesiologists, and several nurses (including a stoma nurse), we decided that for now, we would put the surgery on hold. 




There were a number of factors that led to this decision:

1. I am still battling the flu and have flu symptoms

2. There are severa ...
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                            Seeking advice: Helping a dog adjust to a urostomy bag

                            

                            

                            Jun 25, 2022 - Mar 05, 2024

                            

                            Hi! I'm caring for someone who is about a month out from bladder removal surgery. He has a urostomy bag with a stoma. He has a five-year-old golden retriever whom he adores! I've been caring for Maverick (golden retriever) at my house while he recovers from surgery. He's doing okay physically. All stitches dissolved and just getting his strength back. Mentally, he is a wreck. He doesn't think  ...
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                            Bag Interference During Intimate Moments: Any Solutions?

                            

                            

                            Dec 09, 2007 - Jan 27, 2024

                            

                            Hi, 

First post on here so, please be gentle. I was wondering, has anyone found a way of keeping that darn bag out of the way when they are having one of their most intimate moments? I've used techniques such as holding it under a t-shirt, etc... What do you do? It just plain can get in the way sometimes...

Thanks in advance.
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                            Feb 16, 2024 - Feb 20, 2024

                            

                            Does anyone know where I can donate all my medical supplies? I had a reversal last July and I know how important these supplies are ( boxes of bags, tapes, sprays, paste, ect) are when you have an ostomy. 
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